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ABSTRACT: This is an automatic gate control, E-ticket and accident alerts project 

developed for the users on modern railways. Sensors and micro-controller and 

driver unit are the main modules of the gate control module. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

A train ticket is a rail operator ticket enabling the holder to travel on the network of 

the operator or partner. Tickets may allow the carrier to travel a fixed route at a 

particular date (prevalent for long-distance railways), a defined route at any moment 

various itinerary or an arbitrary route at particular times. The last two categories are 

often referred to as passes: the first is often sold for passengers as a discounted 

package; the latter is often sold to vacationers. Some train fares can be added to a 

wider transport network at either end of the ticket trip by bus. In Great Britain, for 

example, “PLUSBUS” provides extra fees in an integrated bus ticket In Germany, a' 

town ticket' valid on the source and destination public transport system is includes 

the largest number of long-haul train tickets. All passes bought by holders of the 

card are automatically included without an additional charge and are shown on the 

ticket. 
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WORKING 

 

Near the door is the IR transmitter and receiver linked so one is facing the other [1]. 

When the energy supply is activated, the IR transmitter transmits IR rays [2]. With 

the microcontroller, the IR sensor is linked [3]. The rays transferred from the 

transmitter will fall on the IR sensor in ordinary locations [4]. When no train exists, 

the IR transmitter's signals fall straight to the IR receiver [5]. The IR signals are 

sliced and the train automatically sends the signal to the microcontroller when it 

passes the specific region [6]. The relay is driven by the microcontroller in the 

vehicle. So the gate opens [7]. The microcontroller runs a relay to close the gate after 

a certain period [8]. The microcontroller doesn't let the train open if the train stops 

in this location [9]. IR transmitter and receiver are the primary modules on accident 

alarm [10]. The transmitter and receiver are linked to the train parallel [11]. 

Normally IR rays reflected back when they drop on barriers. There is therefore a 

reflected signal to the receiver if any obstacles are put in front of the train. If a train 

passes along the track, the IR reflect from the other train and the recipient send a 

signal to the microcontroller. The IR rays are transmitted to the track. The 

microcontroller analyzes the distance, stops the train and makes sirens if necessary. 

The e-ticket main module is RFID. At the entrance of the train, the receiver is linked. 

The customer must scratch the card on the receiver when entering the train. The card 

is analyzed automatically and the money from the bank account is deducted. So less 

trip is avoided by the ticket. 
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RESULT & CONCLUSION 

 

The advance railway system is utilized to open and close railway gate to reduce 

railway accident and save more people from falling on the railway track. An e-ticket 

is utilized while entering the train. 
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